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13 May 2021 
Dear Parents/Carers, 
 
End of Year 6 Performance 
 
Our plans for making the end of the year special for our Year 6 children continue to develop.  
Even though we’ve had positive and encouraging news about the national situation this 
week, we are very conscious in school that we still need to take care in our approaches and 
plan events that will definitely be able to take place safely. 
 
The traditional end of year 6 performance where we have all 60 children close together on 
stage being watched by an audience of up to 200, all inside our relatively small hall, is not 
going to be a viable option regardless of what rule changes take place before July. 
 
So instead we have been thinking creatively and are delighted to say we have a different, 
really exciting approach for our performance this summer.  We are going to be welcoming 
professional vocal tutors and musicians from Ex Cathedra, a Birmingham-based choir.  They 
will be working with our Year 6 children over a number of sessions after half-term to create a 
unique singing performance to take place on Thursday 8th July. 
 
On Thursday 8th July, we will begin at school but then move to the hall at King Henry VIII 
School for a final performance.  This venue will give us plenty of space to work in and help to 
give the event a real sense of occasion.  At this stage we do not think we will be able to have 
a live audience but this is something we will keep under review because we would love to be 
able to if we could.  We do know that we will be livestreaming the event and also recording it 
to be able to share afterwards (a future letter will share information and ask for permissions 
regarding data protection with regard to this).   The time for the final performance is not yet 
set but will be at some point in the late afternoon / early evening. 
 
All of the children will be involved but we also have four after-school club sessions to open 
up to any children who would like to do a little bit extra with our visiting tutors.  These 
sessions will take place after school on Thursday 10th, 17th, 24th June and Thursday 1st 
July and will finish at 4:30pm.  Children from both classes will be involved but we will follow 
necessary guidelines in place at that time in terms of keeping them separate.  We will share 
more information about collection arrangements nearer the time. If you would like your 
child to be involved in the after school sessions, please let us know by contacting the 
school via email to our “adminstaff” address.  There is no cost for being involved in 
these sessions. 
 
More information will follow on the various aspects of the performance but I hope for now 
this letter gives you a bit of a taste of what is to come – something really special for all the 
children (and the rest of us) to really look forward to! 
 
Yours sincerely, 
 
Mrs Dismorr & Mr Carless 
Year 6 Teachers 


